Hello, I’m Andrea Sooch.
imdb.me/andreasooch

Most people see me as a sophisticated, upscale, intelligent and confident
woman 50-54 with the essence of a white collar no-nonsense professional who
can play a Professor, Aristocrat or a Therapist, resembling Blythe Danner and
Meryl Streep.
I am native Hungarian, fluent in German, read and can learn copy in Russian.

In 2017-2018 I was playing Riva, a Russian Mob Boss Lady on TNT’s hit dramedy
CLAWS as a top of show recurring guest star.
(NY casting: Meg Simon, LA: Mackey/Sandrich Casting)
I’m excited and proud to be part of the cast of John Wick: Chapter 3 -Parabellum,
that will premiere in movie theaters May 19th, 2019..
(NY casting: Stephanie Holbrook)

Late fall of 2018 I had a chance to audition for the upcoming USA TV show
TREADSTONE (Casting: Russell Scott, Gohar Gazazyan) for a series regular
role. Our taped audition generated interest, additional material was requested,
and we’ve received positive feedback from casting.
Since the fall of 2018 I also had a chance to audition for
MANIFEST as a bartender (Julie Schubert Casting),
THE STAND-IN as a publicist (casting: Richard Hicks & Caitlin D. Jones)
THE BLACKLIST as a German chancellor (Finnegan/Jacobs Casting)
The past 5 years I had the joy to play a bunch of fun roles on TV;
▪ stern housekeeper on BOARDWALK EMPIRE (casting: Meredith Tucker),
▪ grieving mother on GOTHAM (Bowling/Miscia Casting),
▪ madam on TAXI BROOKLYN (casting: Avy Kaufman & Kristen Paladino),
▪ German tourist on BROAD CITY (Beke/White Casting),
▪ concierge on ALLEGIANCE (Tucker/Meyerson Casting),
▪ high-powered lawyer on THE BLACKLIST (Finnegan/Jacobs Casting)
▪ mob boss lady on CLAWS (NY casting: Meg Simon, LA: Mackey/Sandrich)

My hope is to be the channel for many stories that entertain, enrich, and elevate audiences
Thank you for your kind attention. Looking forward to having the pleasure to meet you!
Yours Truly,
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